
SOCIAL STORY
International transfer

without a boarding pass



If I go from the plane to the Terminal D by bus, I get to the first (1st)
floor of the airport



I can get from the first floor to the second floor by stairs, escalator or lift



If I get from the plane to the
Terminal D via the passenger
boarding bridge, I enter the
second floor directly



I am on the second floor of the
Terminal D in the arrival area



I find an information desk of
my airline and get a boarding
pass for my ticket



I am wayfinding by signs

I am finding the "international
transfer" sign and I am going 
there

I am going to pass aviation
security control



I am showing my passport and boarding pass to the aviation
security officer



They are checking for
prohibited items on site

The full list of prohibited
items is available here

They are checking for
prohibited items on site

here

https://kbp.aero/en/pass/ab/
https://kbp.aero/en/pass/ab/


I am putting my outerwear,
hand luggage, electronic
devices in containers

After screening, I will take
them back



All electronic devices must
be placed in separate
containers

I will take them back after
screening



If I am asked to take off my shoes, I will take off my shoes and put on
shoe covers



I am putting my shoes into
the container



I am putting the containers
on the belt



I am walking through a metal
detector

It may beep if I have metal
objects



Aviation security staff can do
the screening with a special
device or manually

This is a standard procedure

I am calm



I am taking my things



I can see the gate numbers
and flight information boards



I can get all the information I
need from the information
boards

Information boards are on the
walls and columns of the
departure hall

I find my gate number and go
there



Gates D12-D16 are one floor below, I can go down by escalator or lift



Gates D1A-D1B-D1C are on the floor below, I can go down by escalator
or lift



I can use the services of the business lounge on the floor above - the
service is paid



I can buy something in Duty free shops



I am going to board an aircraft

I  am not coming to the door
while it is closed

Boarding may be delayed

I am waiting calmly and do not
worry



I am calmly waiting for the
time to board the plane

There may be a queue



I am showing my passport and boarding pass to the airline official

He is passing me to board the plane



I am on the plane - I will have a happy flight




